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ABSTRACT - There is a general agreement that for many light water reactor transient calculations,
it is necessary to use a multidimensional neutron kinetics model coupled to sophisticated thermal-
hydraulic models in order to obtain satisfactory results. These calculations are needed for a variety of
applications for licensing safety analyses, probabilistic risk assessment, operational support, and
training. At FER, Zagreb, a coupling of 3D neutronics code QUABOX/CUBBOX and system code
RELAP5 was performed. In the paper the Rod Control System model in the RELAP5 part of the
coupled code is presented. A first testing of the model was performed by calculation of reactor trip
from full power for NPP Krsko. Results of 3D neutronics calculation obtained by coupled code
QUABOX/CUBBOX were compared with point kinetics calculation performed with RELAP5 stand
alone code.

1. Introduction

The incorporation of the three-dimensional (3D) modeling of the reactor core into
system transient codes allows best-estirnate simulation of interactions between reactor core
behavior and plant dynamics. The QUABOX/CUBBOX - HYCA computer code has been
developed at Gesellschaft fuir Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS), Garching, Germany.
The full 3D reactor core model of QUABOX/CUBBOX - HYCA consists of the 3D
neutronics model (QUABOX/CUBBOX) and a parallel coolant channel model describing heat
conduction in the fuel and I D coolant flow with conservation equations for mass, energy and
momentum for single and two-phase flows including a drift-flux correlation (HYCA). The 3D
neutronics model of QUABOX/CUBBOX solves two energy group neutron diffusion
equations for steady state and time - dependent problems in three dimensions using a coarse
mesh method based on polynomial approximation of spatial neutron flux distributions and
taking into account up to six groups of delayed neutrons.

In order to perform best-estimate calculations with multidimensional neutron kinetics
model on one side, and with sophisticated thermal-hydraulic models on the other side, a
coupling between 3D neutronics model (QUABOX/CUBBOX) and system code (RELAP5)
has been performed. In the 3D neutronic code QUABBOX/CUBBOX, control assembly
positions and rod movement are explicitly defined in radial and axial direction. However, in
that model only constant rod velocity can be defined in the input data set. On the other side,
the system code RELAP5 uses simple point kinetics model to describe time dependent nuclear
heat source. In the point kinetics model, control rod model is reduced to table describing
reactivity vs. time variation. The table (mainly SCRAM reactivity) is usually produced using
calculated shape curves describing position vs. time and reactivity vs. position, and two values
used to renormalize data, rod drop time and total inserted reactivity. The reactivity used to
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initiate transient is even more simplified and includes total inserted reactivity at constant rate
of addition. Using this simplified approach, it is rather difficult to describe the influence of
control rod system behavior on normal operation and operational transients.

In the coupled code RELAP5-QUABOX/CUBBOX, RELAP5 control variables and
trips are able to realistically describe plant protection and control systems actuation and
movement according to rod drop curves or rod control program. Control rod banks explicitly
modeled in QUABOX are connected through special interface with control variables that
provide current position of the control rod bank.

A first demonstration of the applicability of the rod control model has been performed
by calculation of reactor trip. The verification was performed in two steps. First, a 3D control
rod system of coupled code RELAP5-QUABOX/CUBBOX (only one thernal-hydraulic
channel in the core) was tested and second, the results of the coupled code were compared
with RELAP5 stand alone version (point kinetics, integral rod worth).

2. Model of 3D rod control system in coupled code RELAP5-QUABOXICUBBOX

Main characteristics of the coupling approach of the presently used code version are:
- System code RELAP5 calculates system thermal hydraulics and heat conduction as

well as average core channel thermal hydraulics and heat conduction calculation.
- 3D neutron kinetics in the core is calculated by QUABOX/CUBBOX.

Time synchronization is organized in such a way that RELAP5 takes leading part of the
coupled codes and it is responsible for time stepping and organization of calculation. The
same level of interaction (explicit or implicit coupling between thermal-hydraulics and
neutronics part of calculation) is obtained as in original point kinetics case.

The automatic rod control system is designed to maintain a programmed coolant
average temperature by regulating the reactivity in the reactor core. The Rod Control System
consists of two error channels, the sum of whose output is the input to the rod speed
programmer, which generates a rod speed demand signal [1], [2]. Power mismatch channel
(turbine - reactor power) enables fast response to a change in load, while average temperature
(Tavg) channel provides fine control during steady state operation. The control system is
designed to automatically control the reactor in the power range between 15 and 100 % of
rated power for the following design transients: 1 10 % step load change, 5 % per minute
ramp load change and full load rejection with the aid of steam dump system. Control rods are
organized into electrically connected banks that move together: control rod banks (A, B, C, D)
and shutdown banks (SA, SB). Control rod banks move with overlap (103 steps) in order to
assure smooth power change distribution within the core.

A realistic RELAIP5 model of the rod control system by means of RELAP5 input
models for trips and control variables was created. Model enables the simulation of different
modes of operation: normal Ta.g mode (with rod overlap) - load follow from the turbine, rod

withdrawal stop - turbine runback program, as well as control rod transients (e.g. rod ejection,
rod stuck position).

In order to connect RELAP5 control variables describing particular control rod
positions with 3D QUABOX/CIUBBOX, an additional interface channel was added to the
already existing interfaces between these two codes (core average thermal-hydraulics sent
from RELAP5 to QUABOX/CUBBOX and integrated 3D neutronics power sent from
QUABOX/CUBBOX to RELAP5). The positions of control rods are defined in XY plane by
input data, but their movement and corresponding axial position in each time step is
calculated in RELAP5 and transferred to QUABOX.
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3. Preparation of the calculational model and input data

The model of the plant used both in point kinetics calculation and coupled code
calculation is based on standard NEK RELAP5/mod2 nodalization. The nodalization is
modified to take into account known data about NEK power uprate and SG replacement, and
adjusted to RELAP5/mod3.2 [3] usage. The scheme of the NEK nodalization for the
RELAP5/mod2 code is presented in Figure 1 [4]. The nodalization has 230 volumes on
primary side and 79 volumes on secondary side (total 309). There are 246 primary and 93
secondary junctions (total 339). Number of heat structures on primary side is 200 and number
of heat structures on secondary side is 95, with total number of mesh points of 1662.

The only difference between model of the plant used in point kinetics and 3D
calculation is number of subdivisions in the reactor core. In point kinetics case 12 equidistant
volumes and corresponding heat structures were used. In 3D case number of equidistant
subdivisions in the core is 24.

The nuclear data of the core are based on NEK Cycle 14. BOL (Beginnig Of Life)
HFP (Hot Full Power) conditions (150 MWD/MTU) are used normalized to nominal thermal
power of 2000 MW. Delayed neutron data and prompt neutron lifetime are taken directly from
core design report for cycle 14 [5]. SCRAM reactivity curve, reactivity [$] vs. time [s],
needed in point kinetics option, can be modeled using normalized distance vs. normalized
time curve taken from [6] or from USAR (Updated Safety Analysis Report) [2] (normalized
time 1.0 means time of the dashpot insertion, normalized position 1.0 means position of
dashpot), rod drop time till dashpot entry (2.8 s according to USAR [2]) and total inserted
reactivity from Core design report [5]. In coupled code only data describing RCCA (Rod
Cluster Control Assembly) position vs. time were used. That dependency is realized with
RELAP5 control variables. Original QUABOX model describing discrete spatially distributed
control rods is connected to REALP5 trips and control variables (it is receiving RCCA
position vs. time based on rod control program or scram curves). The influence of control rods
in coupled model is described using rodded cross section concept. The influence of control
rod tip is flux weighted. As another option coupled code can use constant rod velocity model
actuated by RELAP5 trip.

Thermal hydraulic feedback in point kinetics case is modeled using SEPARABL
option [3]. The simple method for calculation of feedback dependencies assumes availability
of core design report for the current cycle and uses modified LEOPARD computer code from
FUMACS code package [7]. Method is applied for calculation of NEK cycle 14 moderator
density and fuel temperature reactivity tables as required in RELAP5 input. Based on Core
loading pattern for cycle 14, quarter symmetry, taken from Core design report [5] the fuel
elements with different characteristics (burnup, enrichment, number of IFBAs (Integral Fuel
Burnable Absorbers)), which will be candidates for depletion calculation, have to be
identified. Total number of different cornpositions/fuel assemblies in this case was 23. For
each of the assemblies super cell data are prepared using PRELEO part of FUMACS [7] code
for usage in LEOPARD code. The code is modified to perform additional calculation at end of
burnup calculation. During this additional calculation moderator density, moderator
temperature or fuel temperature can be changed in fixed steps with all other parameters being
constant. In this case density was changed between 300 kg/m3 and 975 kg/m3 (28 points) and
fuel temperature was separately changed between 523 K and 2273 K (29 points). The referent
point is moderator temperature 308 'C, moderator density 709.86 kg/m3 fuel effective
temperature 650 'C. Boron concentration used in calculation is 1315 ppm at BOL HFP, ARO
(All Rods Out), EQXE (Equilibrium Xe). Calculated multiplication factor (kind values are
converted to reactivities using relationship p=(k-l)/k. Reactivity coefficients are produced
from the table using simple linear approximation: cc=(pii-pJ/(xi~l-xi). The coefficients are at
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each temperature or density point weighted according to FA (Fuel Assembly) position using
assembly-wise relative powers from Core design report [5]. The result of the weighting is
temperature or density dependence of reactivity coefficient for whole core. The corresponding
cumulative reactivity dependence is result of integration, again assuming linear dependence
between data points. The final result is converted to $ units using corresponding effective
delayed neutron fraction ([3,,) value for Cycle 14. The reactivity weighting parameters used in
RELAP5 input file are determined using flux*adjoint flux weighting for volumes (cosine
distribution in one-group approximation using active core of 3.6576 m and extrapolated
lengths for top and bottom reflectors of 15 cm,) and equivolume weighting for heat structure
weighting. Power weighting can be used if the data are available from some other more
detailed calculation. k

Thermal hydraulic feedback in 3D coupled code is modeled using thermal-hydraulic
dependence of cross sections. Homogenized cross sections for each fuel element for cycle 14
BOL, HFP are calculated using CORD-2 package [8]. Direct dependence of cross sections
homogenized at fuel assembly level was used instead of usual reactivity coefficient library
method [8]. The automatic procedure was used to generate data characterized by fuel
temperature change between 600 and 1500 K (6 points), moderator density change between
650 and 800 kg/m3 (6 points), and boron concentration change between 800 and 2200 ppm (3
points). The 3D linear surface interpolation was used to produce required cross section
constants from this basic matrix. Both unrodded and rodded data were calculated. There are
totally 373 unrodded (3 for reflector) and 110 rodded compositions in core with quadrant
symmetry and 10 burnup/enrichment change axial layers. One calculation cell per fuel
element in XY plane (15x15 array including fictive reflector FAs) was used in neutron
diffusion calculation. 24 equidistant calculational elements (each 15.24 cm) plus bottom and
top axial reflectors (thickness 30.48 cm) were used in axial direction. The interface arrays are
used to connect neutronic cells to RELAP5 core channel and corresponding heat structures.
The radial reflector cells are connected to core bypass channel and axial reflectors are
connected to top and bottom plenums.

4. Transient results and discussion

The reactor scram calculation was used as a first test of introduced RCCA model and for
the quantification of differences between point kinetics and 3D neutron diffusion options. The
transient was initiated after 200 s steady state simulation (usual steady state qualification
criteria were used), by manual trip. Three cases were calculated: first with point kinetics
option, second with coupled code and constant scram velocity and third with coupled code
and RCCA position based on rod drop curves. In first case RELAP5/mod 3.2.2 beta was used
and in cases 2 and 3 coupled code based on RELAP5/mod 3.2 and QUABOX/CUBBOX.
Only first 100 s after trip was calculated. The therrnal-hydraulic model of the plant is the same
in all cases except subdivisions of the reactor core. In point kinetics cases 12 equidistant
volumes were used and in 3D case 24 equidistant core volumes and corresponding heat
structures were used. Initial conditions of the plant are BOL HFP (150 MWD/MTU) with
configuration after SG replacement and power uprate. The nuclear characteristics of the core
are based on NEK Cycle 14.
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Figure 1. NEK nodalization for RELAP5/mod3 code calculation

The nuclear, decay and total power vs. time after scram for point kinetics and 3D cases
are shown in Figure 2. The labels rkfipowt, rkgapow and rktpow are usual RELAP5 fission,
decay and total powers. The labels pow * are for 3D cases. The letterf was used for fast RCCA
insertion with constant speed (1 49 cmn/s), and letter s means insertion rate based on rod drop
curves. Two 3D cases, after initial small difference due to slower rod movement in real case,
show similar fission power behavior. The fission power calculated in point kinetics case
shows slower decrease during whole calculation. The calculated decay powers are similar in
all cases. The ANS 79 model was used and in 3D case spatial dependency was taken into
account. One of the causes of different decrease rate of fission power in point kinetics and 3D
cases can be seen in Figure 3, where effective multiplication factor is shown (in point kinetics
case keff is calculated fromn reactivity uosing cur-rent ef)The inserted reactivity in point
kinetics case is based on rod drop curves and total inserted reactivity taken from core BOL
reactivity requirements fromn NEK Cycle 14 Core design report [51 (4.69 %, approximately
8.06 $). The inserted reacstivity in 3D case is based on rodded cross sections of all inserted
rods. That value is approximately 14.53 $, what is similar to cumulative BOL rod worth from
Core design report of 14.06 $ (8. 18 %). ]Reactivity increase after initial drop, due to thermnal-
hydraulics feedbacks, is similar in both cases (820 pcm for PK (Point Kinetics), 780 pem for
3D). In point kinetics case boron feedback was not taken into account.

The power transferred in steam generators is shown in Figure 4. Due to slower decrease
of fission power in point kinetics case SIG power is slightly higher than in 3D cases. The same
is true for hot leg and cold leg temperatures, and for primary and secondary steam pressures. It
can be seen that influence of the exact calculation of rod movement during scram can cause
slight differences in behavior of the prnimary and secondary thermal-hydraulics variables in
first 50 to 1 00 s after scram.
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The calculation performed with coupled code is based on only one average core channel.
That means reduced influence of spatial thermal-hydraulics feedback dependence and
produces situation similar to point kinetics case (easier comparison of the results and
verification of 3D model). In real situation, e.g. asymmetric transients, more core channels
will be used. In Figure 5 fuel assembly powers at HFP, just before scram, are shown. Due to
radially averaged feedback relative assembly powers in the center are higher and at the
periphery of the core are lower than in reality. Relative assembly power for central FA is
1.448 in our calculation and 1.297 in Core design report [5]. The corresponding values at the
periphery are 0.407 and 0.465, respectively. In coupled model using one coolant channel per
fuel element the relative assembly power of central fuel assembly calculated by coupled code
is 1.309. Typical calculation times for coupled cases on Pentium II 350 MHz PC are about 2 h
CPU time.

5. Conclusion

The first results of the testing of RCCA positioning model in point kinetics and coupled
code for reactor scram transient were shown. The proposed model can use benefits of
advanced control and protection system models in system codes together with natural way of
describing RCCA spatial influence found in 3D neutronic codes. The comparison of point
kinetics and 3D neutronic case results can be used to verify changes in coupled model, and
later similar analysis can show range of applicability of the RELAP5 point kinetics model.
The preparation of both point kinetics data and 3D cross sections for the same core are
customized. Small differences in plant behavior up to 50 s after scram can be introduced by
using simplified RCCA movement model based on constant velocity.
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Point kinetics vs. 3D calculation
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Figure 3.Nuler Calcatead ketlf pwe after scram for point kinetics and 3D cases
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Point kinetics vs. 3D calculation
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Figure 4. Calculated SG powers in point kinetics and 3D cases
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Figure 5. Assembly power at HFP, just before scram
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